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Abstract

This paper is based on the nature of the time-varying correlation,
and uses the bivariate normal copula and bivariate Student’s t copula
model to describe the dependence structure and time-varying charac-
teristics between the Shanghai component Index (SHCI) and Shenzhen
component Index (SZCI). The results show that the two copula models
both are able to pass test, while the time-varying correlation t-copula
fits better than another. Then the time series have no persistent but a
strong positive correlation and the significant time-varying characteris-
tics under the time-varying normal condition, while show the opposite
situation in the time-varying t-copula. Furthermore, the relationship
at present between the two rates of return is related to the past, the
greater change between the rate of return, the closer relationship be-
tween the two stock markets. Therefore, it’s better to take advantage
of the time-varying correlation to do portfolio in the actual investment
in order to reduce the investment risk more accurately.
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1 Introduction

As a new statistical method in recent years, time-varying copula model can de-
scribe the related changes between the variables with time-varying parameter,
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and then analysis the dependence structure flexibility. Patton (2001, 2006)
first proposes the Time-varying copula model, which is based on the ARMA
(1,10) -normal copula model, then makes use of the time-varying tail parameter
to characterize the evolution of Joe-Clayton copula model. Qin Wang (2010)
shows the marginal distribution of Shanghai and Shenzhen index logarithm
returns based on t-GARCH model, and makes use of the Kendall’s rank corre-
lation coefficient to describe the two stocks’ time-varying correlation. Yanhua
Wei, Shiying Zhang (2008) Select the daily logarithmic rate of closing price re-
turn of the four industry sector index of Shanghai stock market, use GARCH
(1,1)-t normal copula to describe the time-varying correlation between each
two.

Based on the previous studies, this paper aims to use time-varying cor-
relation bivariate normal copula and time-varying correlation bivariate Stu-
dent’s t copula model to describe the dependence structure and time-varying
characteristics between the Shanghai component Index (SHCI) and Shenzhen
component Index (SZCI). The aim of this paper is two-fold. Firstly, we show
in section 2 is the existing theory of the time-varying bivariate normal copula
and Student’s t-copula model, see Patton (2001). The second aim of this paper
is to show how we may apply the theory of the time-varying correlation bivari-
ate copula to describe the time series dependence structure. We examine the
daily logarithmic rate of closing price return of the Shanghai component Index
and Shenzhen component Index over the period January 2010 to December
2015. The first is given the two time series simple descriptive statistics and
the marginal distribution in the case of time-varying, then apply the theory
of time-varying copula to estimate the time series marginal distribution, and
then compare the fitting effect of the two time-varying copula.

2 The Theory of the Time-Varying Copula

Sklar (1959) put forward the Copula function in 1959, which has deep influ-
ence on the correlation between the financial assets. As a flexible and robust
tool, copula function has its unique advantages in the financial markets during
analysis the dependence structure.

The theory of the time-varying correlation bivariate copula model has been
in use in the applied statistical literature. One of the applications of the
time-varying correlation bivariate copula was Patton’s (2001, 2006) study in
exchange rates. The study of the time-varying correlation bivariate normal
copula model focuses on how to describe the time-varying parameters, while
not require the marginal distribution. Therefore, the functional form of the
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bivariate normal copula are given below

C(u, v, ρ) =

∫ Φ−1(u)

−∞

∫ Φ−1(v)

−∞

1

2ρ
√

1 − ρ2
exp

{
−(x2 + y2 − 2ρxy)

2(1 − ρ2)

}
dxdy,

(1)
Where ρ is the related parameter of the bivariate normal Copula, and has
two forms: one is normal correlation, another is the time-varying correlation.
Φ−1(·) represents the inverse cdf of a standard normal. Thus, we can obtain
the more general form of the time-varying correlation bivariate normal model

ρt = Λ̄

(
ωρ + αρρt−1 + βρ ×

1

q

q∑
i=1

Φ−1(ut−i)Φ
−1(vt−i)

)
(2)

Where ρt is defined in (−1, 1) at all times by the function of Λ̄(x) = 1−e−x
1+e−x

,
ρt−1is a regressor to capture any persistence between two variables dependence
parameter, βρ indicates the extent of any variation in dependence, the param-
eter q can be selected according to the characteristics of their own research.

Time-varying correlation bivariate t-Copula model focuses on describing
the time-varying process of the correlation coefficient ρ and the degree of free-
dom ν. Then the functional form of the bivariate t-copula are given below

C(u, v, ρ, ν) =
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(3)
Where ρ and ν are the related parameter and freedom of the bivariate t-
copula, each has two forms: one is normal correlation, another is the time-
varying correlation. T−1

ν (·) represents the inverse cdf of the univariate student
t distribution, which has the degree of ν. Similarly, we obtain the time-varying
correlation t-copula model

ρt = Λ̄

(
ωρ + αρρt−1 + βρ ×

1

q

q∑
i=1

T−1
ν (ut−i)T

−1
ν (vt−i)

)
(4)

According to the characteristics of the two copula function, we know that
both have the symmetry and tail progressive independence, while the latter has
a thicker tail than the former. Thus, in the empirical research, we select the
copula function that is based on the actual situation of the random variable.

3 Empirical Analysis

As we mentioned above, Shanghai and Shenzhen stock market are more rep-
resentative in the Chinese financial market, thus this paper select both as a
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research object, use the closing price of Shanghai Composite Index and Shen-
zhen Component Index over the period 1 January 2010 to 31 December 2015
as the original data, giving us 1456 observations. The data are taken from
the database of RESSET Financial Research. In this paper, we take the log-
difference of each closing price, and multiply by 100.

The correlation structure between the financial time series are generally
time-varying, thus this paper select the bivariate normal Copula and t-Copula
to describe the time-varying characteristics of the financial time series, the
parameter q is elected as 30. In the actual processing of the data, we found
that each time period of the data expresses as normal function features after
grouping.

Firstly, this paper apply the Kolmogorov-Smirnov(K-S) test and Euclidean
distance(E-D) to test the two time-varying correlation copula function in order
to compare the fitting effect. Then Table 1 shows the test results.

Table1 Kolmogorov-Smirnov(K-S) test and Euclidean distance(E-D)
Sample E-D K-S

Gaussian Copula 0.9221 0.7775
t-Copula 0.1392 0.0977

When Comparing the test results, we find that the K-S test results of
the two time-varying correlation copula function is greater than 0.05, which
indicates that the two copula function both should not be rejected at the 0.05
significance level. While the E-D reflects that the time-varying correlation
t-copula fits better than the time-varying correlation normal copula.

Secondly, in this paper, we make use of the least squares estimation results
to estimate the parameters of the time-varying correlation copula model. The
parameter estimates for the time-varying models are presented in Table 2.

Table2 The parameter estimates results for the time-varying models
Sample ωρ αρ βρ F-statistic

Gaussian Copula -10.6437 0.9794 14.6889 204.4480
(0.0000) (0.2348) (0.0000) (0.0000)

t-Copula -3.1833 7.2222 -0.0048 6.7300
(0.1209) (0.0015) (0.7599) (0.0028)

Note: The value in the parentheses is the probability of t-statistics of the
parameters.

From this table, firstly, the persistent parameter αρ in the time-varying
bivariate normal Copula model can be able to pass the test at the 0.05 confi-
dence level, which indicates that the time series do not have persistent under
the time-varying normal condition. While the probability of the persistent pa-
rameters in the time-varying t-copula is less than 0.05, which indicates that the
parameter is a continuing nature between the SHCI and SZCI, as well reflects
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that the relevant parameter in former time has the significant influence on the
latter. Secondly, the probability of the relevant parameter in the time-varying
correlation bivariate t-copula model is more than 0.05, which indicates there
is no relationship between the time series, while the relevant parameter in the
time-varying correlation bivariate normal copula model is significantly greater
than zero, which indicates that the time series have a strong positive correla-
tion and the significant time-varying characteristics. Furthermore, according
to the two index return series and the corresponding ρt, we find that with the
absolute value of the time series increasing, the degree of correlation between
the two series increases as well. In other words, the relationship at present be-
tween the two rates of return is related to the past, the greater change between
the rate of return, the closer relationship between the two stock markets. Then
Figure 1 shows the trends of the time-varying correlated parameters.

Figure 1: The trend of the time-varying correlated parameters

Through the figure above, we find that whether it is time-varying normal
copula or time-varying t-copula, the correlated parameters change in different
ranges in different time periods. However, the trend of two models indeed
Similarly, thus it is considered that it is the characteristics of the stock market
itself that is the main factor to affect the changes of the related structure.

4 Conclusion

The time-varying correlation bivariate normal copula and t-copula function
can describe the dynamic relationship between the SHCI and SZCI, then the
empirical results show that: under the condition of the time-varying bivariate
normal copula, the time series of the two stock markets have no continuity,
but have a strong positive correlation, and this relationship has the obvious
time-varying nature. Through the analysis, with the absolute value of the
return series increasing, the degree of correlation between the two becomes
stronger. In contrast, when under the condition of the time-varying bivariate
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t-copula function, the time series have the continuity, while have no corre-
lation. Secondly, the trend of the two time-varying correlation parameters
changes similarly, which indicates that the changes of the related structure
have affected by the stock markets own characteristic. When two related vari-
able correlation coefficient copula function changes similar trend, indicating
that the stock market itself is characterized by two main factors related to
structural changes. Therefore, in the actual investment, it’s better to take
advantage of the time-varying correlation to do portfolio, so that reduce the
investment risk more accurately.
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